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2. claims. (ol. 13a-_99) 

My invention relates to an improved emer 
gency leak seal for pipe fittings and pipes. ` 
The subject matter relating to the sealing 

compound is being embodied in a copending ap 
p_lication, Serial No. 112,164, filed August v11. 

A purpose of my invention is to employ a mix 
ture of fish oil and rosin as a pipe sealing com 
position, desirably suitably lbacked up by a resil 
ient cushion such as rubber. 
A further purpose is to force a rubber or similar 

resilient cushion into the space at which a pipe 
fitting joins a pipe, forcing a sealing compound 
desirably consisting of a mixture of fish oil and 
rosin into the space to seal leaks. « 
A further purpose is to apply pressure at a 

sired point against a resilient pipe sealing cush 
ion by pressure fingers on a pressure clamp. 
Further purposes appear in the specifications 

and in the claims. 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic perspective View of ‘ 

a leaking pipe to which my invention may be 
applied. ` » 

Figure 2 shows the same pipe in perspective 
>with the cushion material land clamp in process 
of application. 

Y Figure 3 is a section of the cushion material 
in one desirable form. 

` Figure 4 is a perspective of one form oi' clamp. 
Figure 5 isa fragmentary section of a pipe to 

which va clamp has been applied. 
‘ >.Figure 6 illustrates in longitudinal section a 
portion of the pipe after pressure has been 
brought to bear on the cushion material. Y 
Figure 7 illustrates in perspective a modified 

form of cushioning material. , 
Figure 8 is a perspective view of a modified 

form of clamp. v . 
Figure 9 is a fragmentary section showing-the 

modified clamp applied to a pipe fitting. 
Figure 10 is a section showing a further modi 

ñcation in clamp design. 
Figure 11 is a section showing the clamping of 

Figure 9 somewhat differently used. 
Figure 12 is a perspective of the structure of 

Figure 11. 
Figure 13 is a side elevation showing my inven 

tion applied to a. T. 
Figure 14 is a section of Figure 13 on the line 

I4-I4. 
Figure 15 is a developed view of the saddle 

clamp of Figures 13 and 14. 
Figure 16 is an elevation showing my clamp ap 

plied in one manner to an elbow. 
Figure 1'? illustrates a slightly variant form of 

clamp. 
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In the drawings like numerals refer" to Vlike 
parts. . f l 

Describing in illustration but not in limitation 
and referring to the drawings: l f ' 

It has been found that pipe leaks, especially in 
water pipes are very prevalent at the points at 
whichñttings join the pipe sections. For ex' 
ample, a very common leak location as shown in 
Figure 1 is the point 25 where pipe section 26 is 
threaded into fitting 21. This is an extremely 
diincult point at which to stop a leak using'conL 
ventional types of patching devices. ' ' 
In accordance with my invention I use an‘i 

proved leak sealing compound 28 desirably con 
sisting of equal proportions of ñsh oil such' as 
sardine, menhaden, cod, berbetV oil’and Ärosin, 
suitably heated together until the mass _is horno` 
geneous. _ " L 

The fish oil and rosin is mixed together prefer 
ably in equal proportions, but permissibly with 
one in greater proportion than the other. j 
The mixture is cooked about an hour or'until 

the ingredients are sufficiently dissolved. ` ‘_ 

In order to force the sealing compound 28 'into 
the recesses of the contour adjacent the leak, I 
apply a cushion material 29, suitably of rubber 

` or synthetic rubber tape, similar or identical with 
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the common rubber electrical' Wireman’s tape. 
The sealing compound may desirably be applied 
at one edge along the tape, as shown in Figure 
3, and the tape wrapped around the pipe against 
the location of the leak as shown at 30 in Figure 
2. or sealing compound> may be used over the en 
tire tape. ' ' 

My preferred clamp is of resilient material 
such as sheet metal as best seen in Figures 2 and 
4. It consists of a collar portion 3|, pressure 
fingers 32, and rear skirt 33, clamp extensions 34 
and a suitable threaded tightening means 35. 
The clamp suitably loosened will be slipped over 
the pipe to the location of the leak as shown in 
Figure 5, being careful that the pressure fingers 
32 bear upon the cushion material 29 and do not 
dig in beyond it at 36. 
The clamp is then tightened, reaching a con 

dition as shown in Figure 6, forcing the sealing 
material and the cushion at 31 into any im 
perfections or irregularity of the pipe or ñtting 
adjoining the leak and sealing off the leak. In 
some cases, it is desirable to use a specially 
formed cushion material as shown in Figure 7, 
where the cushion has sealing material 29' 
coated on one side of the body portion 39 and 
also on the bottom of the flange portions 39. 
When wrapped around the location of the leak. 
as shown in Figure 9, with the sealing material 



3 
against the pipe and pipe ñtting, the cushion 29 
is well suited to seal corner at 25 between the 
pipe section and the fitting. The clamp 40 shown 
in Figures 8 and 9 has a collar portion 3| and 
outwardly flaring front and rear portions 4I de 
sirably identical. As seen in Figure 9, one of the 
flaring portions 4l tends to set against the side 
of the body 38 and the side of the flange 39, 
forcing ‘the ’other into ‘recesses 'in the 'contour 'of 
the pipe. 
In some cases it is desirable to have an an 

nular pressure ridge on the clamp, as shown ’at 
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42 in the modiñcation of Figure 10. This pres- , 
sure ridge, when used with the cushion material 
is pressed iirmly in against the ,pipe 'andseals l" 
against the pipe fitting. 
In some cases, the pipe 'ñt'ting of ALFigure v8 'is 

advantageously used with a sheet of cushionmaf 
=terial extending over th'e end of the fitting as 
Shown at 43.in -Figure 1`1.` This cushionmaterial 
vsííll be coated with sealing compound ’18' onits 
inner edge and Wound -or extended up 4over 'the 
end'oî the Íitting, so >that with Ytightening 'of 'the 
clamp the flaring pö?t'ion‘H-I will fforcelthe i'cùsh 
Íionïmaterial against the end `o'f the 'fitting 'and 
'make a thorough seal at"44. ' _ . _ 

` ‘In the casev o'fa‘l ¿which vis leaking aroúndlso'ír‘ie 
_point Vof «t'he bodär of 'the vit «is desirable _to ‘e'rn 
:p'lay ‘at/saddle 'clam-p15 ïha'ving a ’body _ne and 
vclamp extensions ‘41 _provided with openings #s 
which ‘receive’ clamping ineinbei's ïl’9jlocîläing on 
either side of th'e baise o'fft'h'e T. Inside 'th'e'bò'dy 
_pörtìön of the clamp, cùshibn'inate?ialfsß 'coated 

'scaling cöin'pöiînd is _prof/lidad. ' f 
>lineman;cases, it is uesirabie‘to ërnpi'oygafsp'e 

cial @lamp 51 diagonanyacro‘ss an elbbw, bring 
‘Iji‘ë'ssiiñ'è 'on 'sealing compound 'and “cushion 

material Wrapped underneath the cl'ain'p, as 
shqwnm' ‘gure r6. _ _ 

" ì'ët'ì' xof pill‘pbse's'îvh'e‘r‘e 'special Íclan‘l'ps 
must be made, ’itis ¿found to be advantageous ‘to 
‘use clamping istrip ‘material A‘5'2 ihaving 'a flaring 
_edge 53 A.and .a ‘number 'p'f ‘suitabiy 'spaced fo penin'gs 
$4__!ïo'1; application "or ‘the clamping ineens. _ 
‘ _ Itîwili‘be evîd'entthat'inail 'ofthe forms shown, 
tne‘sëaiïng jcbmpounu i's backeuupjby _a 'resilient 
“Ölïshîö? Ía‘fid ‘Where Íi'cllliifred î'sv especially "pressed 
¿'îíi't'o any 'dîfsc‘iñfo‘i‘iñity 'o'f the'pìpe or pip‘e ‘fitting 
'b‘y `a "suìtabl‘e'i'idge on th'e clamp. 

4 
of the benefits of my invention without copying 
the structure shown, and I, therefore, claim all 
such insofar as they fall Within the reasonable 
spirit and scope of my claims. 
Having thus described my invention What I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. In a temporary pipe seal for sealing a leak 
in ’a 'pipe _system including. afshoulder, a cush 
ion material of general T-sectibn"~extendir1g 
around the pipe and having the base of the T 
fin contact with the shoulder, and a clamp extend 
ing around the pipe outside of and in contact 

' 'With 'the cushion material pressing against the 
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‘__ 'Tn 'viewer *invention'anu A@usekïsjure 'vajria- ¿lo 
‘tron-sand modifications ‘to _meet muli/raum whim 
forparucuiar need will döubue'ss become ‘evident 
‘te 'others ~sinned in' the m, ‘to ‘obtainaiijpr‘ part 

'base'o‘ffthe T"on the side remote from the shoul 
der and also pressing .against the body of the T 
’and adapted 'to Vforce the T down and endwise 
for-sealing purposes adjacent the shoulder. 

2. In a temporary pipe seal for sealing a leak 
in _a >pipe system including a shoulder, a -cush-ion 
material of fge'neral “'-Í'fsect'ion surroundingffthe 
pipe and Íh'av'ing the ̀ base o‘f the dT » against '-th'e 
shoulder and a clamp surrounding andf'eng'aging 
the cushion material, 'having an outward'ly‘ïlaifed 
‘portion Behind ' the zs'houldèrfßlid- engaging fthe 
base of the T to _press lit"'against~ the Shoulder 
‘and also «engaging the'body of "the A"l" 'to Ífo'rce ‘the 
"r down and endv'vise'aga‘inst the_'sHoullier.> j 
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»ñle of this patent: i ¿ 
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